Simple Instructions for Success!
Why Top Choice?

SPRE ADE R SE T T I N G S

Top Choice lawn seed products are the right
start to a beautiful lawn. Top Choice’s quality
ingredients are subject to rigorous inspection
standards. This allows us to bring you seed
that is 99.9% weed free. Top Choice only
contains varieties that are selected for your
region. Our simple-to-follow directions will
produce a lawn that is attractive, durable and
easy to maintain. Top Choice is very dependable and your satisfaction is guaranteed.

“Distribution Excellence”
Call Customer Service:

1-877-308-7333

A Lawn You Can
Sink Your Feet Into

TM

“Your Top Choice for a Beautiful Lawn”
BLUE BLEND
BLUE-BLEND is a blend of
selected Kentucky Bluegrasses
that will produce a lawn of
outstanding quality and color
in mostly sunny areas under
moderate care.

RAPID LAWN
RAPID LAWN is a fast
growing ryegrass blend
that provides quick cover
under most conditions at an
affordable price. Works well in
both sun and shade.

FESCUE BLEND
Fescue blend produces a rich,
attractive lawn that requires only
modest care. It is an ideal choice
for both sun and shaded areas in
warmer climates. Fescue blend
is deep rooted to withstand
summer’s heat and drought. It
stands up to active use and is
resistant to attack from insects
and several lawn diseases.

SUN & SHADE
SUN & SHADE will produce
a thick green lawn under both
sunny and shady conditions.
It will tolerate heavy use and
quickly recovers from damage.

LANDSCAPER
LANDSCAPER is an allpurpose mixture intended to
produce a professional looking
lawn of excellent quality at a
moderate price. Quick to grow
and easy to maintain, it can be
used from sun to light shade.
Rugged and wear tolerant.

PLAYGROUND
Playground mixture is
formulated for active play
areas that generally don’t
receive much care and tend
to have poor hard packed
soils. Playground is quick to
establish and fill in producing
a rugged lawn that is good
looking as well. Use in sunny
to light shaded areas.

PERENNIAL RYE

FORAGE
MIXES

PERENNIAL RYE BLEND
is a blend of improved
perennial ryegrasses that
quickly germinate and fill in
to provide an excellent dark
green playing surface that is
attractive yet stands up to
active use. Also great for filling
in bare areas damaged from
traffic or disease presence.

SHADY
SHADY is designed for those
places that receive less than
4 hours of sunlight daily.
Shady does not require heavy
fertilization and withstands
periods of drought and
neglect. It can also be used on
slopes to control erosion and
meadow areas where mowing
is occasional.

BERMUDA
Bermuda is a creeping
turfgrass that is easy to grow
in most southern soils. It
provides a dense, uniform turf
with the ability to withstand
wear and tear.
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FOOD FOR THOUGHT

With selection of the right seed genetics and
proper management, improved pastures represent
one of the best and most affordable sources of
feed for your animals. Whether grazed or cut for
hay, Top Choice® forage seed offers high yields,
optimum nutritional value, improved disease
resistance, and increased stand persistence.

ALL PURPOSE
ALL PURPOSE MIX is a fast
germinating lawn seed mixture
for quick coverage. All purpose
is perfect for most applications
in sunny or shady areas.

BARE SPOT
BARE SPOT is a mixture
that establishes quickly to
repair bare spots and petdamaged areas.

